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HadV67 = V648 Oph, A REMARKABLY REGULAR MIRAKAZAROVETS, E. V.; PASTUKHOVA, E. N.Institute of Astronomy, Russian Aademy of Sienes, 48, Pyatnitskaya Str., Mosow 109017, Russia

In 1925, F. Ross suspeted variability of the star loated at 18h32m06s, +08Æ06:m9(1875), later designated Ross 51 (Ross, 1926). No �nding hart was published. Ten yearslater, Ho�meister (1936) disovered a Mira variable in the �eld of Ross 51 and deided itwas a redisovery of Ross 51. As usual for his redisoveries, Ho�meister did not present a�nding hart either. Ahnert (1942) studied Ho�meister's star, gave improved variabilityrange (12:m5{<17m) and the star's light elements (Max = 2425665+168:d7 �E). His paperalso does not give a �nding hart. Until reently, we were not aware of any other studiesof this star, known as V648 Oph in the system of GCVS names, and the star's aurateposition remained unknown.In 2000, K. Haseda (Aihi, Japan) disovered the variable HadV67. This disoverywas announed by Kato (2000) who remarked that the star's position was lose to thatof V648 Oph. The star an be identi�ed with IRAS 18358+0810. Its oordinates in theUSNO A2.0 atalog (Monet et al., 1998) are 18h38m17:s59, +08Æ13022:007 (2000.0), and itsbrightness and olor are b = 16:m0, b� r = 2:m5. From a limited number of observations of1997{2000, with four brightenings, the star was onsidered a possible Mira with variationswithin 11:m2� < 13:m9 V . Greaves (2000) noted that bright estimates of HadV67 duringthe above time interval agreed with the GCVS period value for V648 Oph (169d).We attempted to prove or rejet the identi�ation of HadV67 with V648 Oph on thebase of our estimates of HadV67 on 114 plates of the 40 m astrograph of the SternbergInstitute's Crimean Laboratory (JD 2445198{2447749). The estimates were made byE.N.P. The magnitude sale of the omparison stars relies on blue magnitudes of theUSNO A2.0 atalog.Figure 1 presents a 50 � 50 �nding hart for HadV67 based upon the blue image of theseond POSS. The ross is the nominal position of Ross 51. HadV67 is obviously stronglyvariable and red, judging from POSS I and POSS II images available at the DigitizedSky Survey and at the USNO Image and Catalogue Arhive. Along with HadV67, wealso estimated the star GSC 1024.3127, situated in 0:05 to the north-west of the nominalposition of Ross 51 and having, in the USNO A2.0 atalog, b = 14:m2, b� r = 2:m2. Thisstar (\GSC" in Fig. 1) was found onstant for the whole time interval of our observations.Our estimates on�rm Mira-type variability of HadV67 within 13:m3� 17:m1 Bpg. Thestar's light elements are Max = 2447059+168:d76 �E. The light urve with these elementsis presented in Fig. 2. It is remarkably regular for a Mira. The four brightenings fromKato (2000) are in a good agreement with our light elements, whereas the old epoh ofmaximum from Ahnert (1942) gives O � C = +39d.
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The period we �nd is very lose to the value from Ahnert (1942), thus we onludethat HadV67 is idential with V648 Oph.Thanks are due to S.V. Antipin and N.N. Samus for their attention and assistane.Our variable star studies are supported, in part, by grants from the Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh and from the Counil of the Program of Support for Leading Sienti�Shools of Russia. We used the Digitized Sky Survey images provided by the HubbleSpae Telesope Siene Institute under support from grant NAG-W2166 of the USAGovernment and images provided by the US Naval Observatory Image and CatalogueArhive.

Figure 1. The �nding hart of HadV67 = V648 Oph (50 � 50). The ross is the nominal position ofRoss 51. \GSC" is GSC 1024.3127.

Figure 2. The light urve of HadV67 = V648 Oph.
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